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UNWEATHERED , GLACIATED BEDROCK ON AN 
EXPOSED LAKE BED IN WALES 

By l . M. GRAY 

(Department of Geography, Queen Mary College, University of London , Mile End Road , 
Londo n El 4NS, England) 

ABSTRACT. In Snowdo nia. nort h-west W a les. the constructio n of a hydro-e lectri c scheme in vo lved the 
exposure of a lake bed . Despite the fac t th a t it is over 13 000 yea rs since the bed was glaci a ted, erosiona l features 
o n the sla te and grit bedrock have been p reserved fro m weathe ring below the lake water s. Examples of abrasion , 

bedrock fracture, plucking, and melt -wa te r erosio n are described . The formati on of tra nsverse fricti on cracks is 
briefl y di scussed and it is suggested th at no t a ll c rescentic gouges a re associated with ro lling blocks as recentl y 
proposed. The rela ti o nship of small -sca le erosio na l fo rms to the di rection of ice movem ent is briefl y reviewed . 

R ESUME. Un bedrock glacia ire 11011 altere sur 1111 lac mis a sec all Pays de Galles. A Snowdoni a . a u No rd
Ouest d u Pays de Ga lles, la construction d ' un a menagement hydroelectrique a entr aine la mi se iI jour du fo nd d'un 
lac. En depit du fa it qu ' il s'es t eco ul e plus de 13 000 ans depuis que ce lit a ete englace, les traces de I'eros io n sur 
I'ardo ise et le gres du lit rocheux on t ete prese rvees des atteintes du temps pa r les eaux du lac. On decrit des 
exemples d' abrasio n, de fr actu res du lit roc he ux. d'a rrachement et d 'e rosion pa r I'eau de fu sion. On di scute 
brievement la fo rma tio n de fi ssures de fri c tion et I'on suggere que to utes les gorges c re usees en forme de cro issant 
ne sont pas associees avec des blocs ro ul ants comme on I'a recemment pro pose. On passe en revue brievementles 
relatio ns entre les fo rmes d'eros ion iI petite echell e et la directi o n du mouve ment de la g lace. 

Z USAMM EN FASS UNG. Ein 1I11 ven villertes Gletscher-Felsbett au! eillem fre igelegten S eegrund in Wales. Der 
Ba u eincr Wasserkraft a nl age in Snowdoni a. N o rdwest-Wales, e rfo rderte die Freilegung e ines Seegrundes. Obwohl 
13000 J ahre seit der Eisbedeckung des Grundes vergangen sind , wurden die Eros io nserscheinungen a uf dem 
Schiefer- und Sandgriessbett unter dem Seewasser vor der Verwitterung bewahrt. Beispiele von Abrasion , 
Bruchbildungen, Zerrei ssungen und Erosio n durch Schmelzwasser werden beschrieben. Die Bildung von Ri ssen 
durch Reibung wird kurz behandelt: dabei ergibt sich die Vermutung, dass entgegen neue ren Annahmen nicht alle 
Sichelbriiche vo n Blocken im bewegten Eis herriihren. Die Beziehung klein masstabiger Erosionsfo rmen zur 
Richtung der Eisbeweg ung wird kurz umri ssen. 

INTRODUCTION 

Glacial geomorphologists living in presently unglaciated areas of the world must normally 
travel some distance to study freshl y deglaciated terrain. Occasionally, however, unweathered 
glaciated bedrock is revealed in areas that have not been glaciated for many thousands of years. 
The most common example is where till is stripped off bedrock during construction work , but a 
less frequent opportunity arises where a lake bed is exposed during construction or operation of 
a hydro-electric power scheme or other engineering project. 

During construction of the Dinorwic hydro-electric pumped storage scheme near Llanberis, 
Snowdonia, north -west Wales (Fig. I), the largest such scheme in Europe, the water was pumped 
from the two lakes that were to form the upper and lower reservoirs for the scheme. Some small 
scale glacial features exposed on un weathered bedrock from the floor of the upper reservoir, 
Marchlyn Mawr, have been described in a previous paper (Gray and Lowe, 1982). This paper 
describes glacial features from the bed of the lower reservoir (Llyn Peris), and aims to draw the 
attention of glacial geomorphologists to the opportunities for research at such sites. 
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Fig. I . Locatio/llllap a/ the L/YI1 Peris area./lorth-H'est Wales. 

L1yn Peris. together with Llyn Padarn to the north-west, occupy an overdeepened basin 
towards the lower end of the Pass of L1anberis glacial trough (Fig. I). The two lakes were 
formerly continuous but have been divided by the growth of a fan at Pont-y-Bala deposited from 
the south-west by the Afon Arddu. Before construction work began. the lake surfaces lay at 
about 100 m 0.0. but bore holes sunk at the south -east end of Llyn Peris and on the Pont-y-Bala 
fan indicate rockhead at 45 m 0.0. at both sites. The bore holes revealed considerable 
thicknesses of glacial lake rhythmites, sands and gravels, organic lake mud and wood-debris 
peats overlying bedrock (Tinsley and Derbyshire, 1976), The bedrock in the area is largely 
Cambrian slate with cleavage and joints mainly trending transverse to the long axis of the lake, 
although Cambrian grits crop out along the south-west shore of the lake as far north as site 12 
(Fig. 2). 

Prior to construction. Llyn Peris was about 1.1 km long and about 300 m wide at the widest 
point about half-way along the lake where there is a bay on the south-west shore (Fig. 2). Most 
of the north-east side has been disturbed by the now disused Dinorwic slate workings and prior 
to construction much of this shore consisted of slate waste. The presence of this disturbance 
accounts for the fact that most of the bedrock sites studied in this paper lie along the south-west 
side of the lake bed (Fig. 2). The deep central strip of the lake is underlain by soft lake sediments 
which were covered with slate waste during construction so that it was possible to walk about on 
the former lake floor and examine many of the steep rock faces forming the sides of the 
trough. From these slopes muds and other sediments were largely removed by mechanical 
diggers to expose the bedrock and at site A (Fig. 2) a thick area of silty till was removed which 
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Fig. 2. Stud), sites al/d striae orielltatiolls at L(I'1l Peris. 

contained several massive boulders, the largest of which measured about 8 m by 8 m by 5 m. 
Even so , many of the bedrock surfaces described here had to be dug out or brushed clean of 
scdiment. 

The trough was last glaciated in the Late Deven sian, probably becoming ice-free at least 
13000 years ago (Coope and 8rophy, 1972; Ince, unpubli shed). The basin was not glaciated 
during the Loch Lomond (Younger Dryas) stadial (Gray, 1982). 

ABRASION 

Abraded bedrock is the most striking feature of the bed of L1yn Peris. One of the main 
reasons is that the homogeneous fine -grained slate bedrock is particularly susceptible to 
scratching and polishing. Heavily abraded, steeply sloping slabs of s late up to 10 m high are 
found at sites 5, 6, 13, and 14 (Figs 2 and 3). It is noticeable that the striae on most of these faces 
indicate upward movement of the ice at 5- 10° in the direction of movement, though, where the 
ice moved against bedrock obstructions on the slopes, the striae can be seen to sweep upwards 
over the obstacles, sometimes reaching angles of inclination of over 200 (e.g. at sites 13 and 14). 

Striae orientations on flat surfaces have been measured at a number of sites and the means of 
3- 25 orientations taken at each site are plotted on Figure 2. The mean orientations at sites 9, 10, 
I I, and 12 are 299°, 299°, 3060

, and 299°, respectively , whereas those at sites 2, 7, and 4 are 
3180

, 319°, and 325 0
, respectively, and indicate a slight change in direction of ice movement as it 

moved north -westward along the trough. Once past the confining steep slopes of the Pass of 
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Fig. 3. Sleep abradedfaee at site 6. Ice movedfrom right to left. Irregular blocks have been pluckedfrom theface. 

Llanberis at site 8, the ice apparently swung into the bay on the south-west shore as it became 
less confined towards the wider valley stretch around Llanberis (see Fig. 2). 

There are also many examples of small-scale topographic features influencing striae trends. 
For example, at site 7, a dyke c. 1 m wide is responsible for a trench 1-1.5 m deep running 
transverse to the main trend of the striae, but the walls of the trench bear striae parallel to its 
trend. Leading down-ice from this transverse trench are several linear grooves about 0.5 m wide, 
all of which are joint-controlled. Striae can be seen to curve from the walls of the trench into the 
grooves, indicating streaming of the basal ice into them. 

The best examples of striated glacial grooves occur in an embayment at site 9. They are 
10-30 cm wide and deep, rise steeply (40-60°) down-ice out of the embayment (see Fig. 4), and 
all follow joints. It is possible that these grooves owe their origin to "streaming" of debris-rich ice 
in this low point in the glacier bed in a way similar to that suggested by Boulton (1979). 
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Fig. -I. Glacial grooves up lI'liicli tlie ice lIloL'ed at site 9. 

Although such steeply rising deep grooves are confined to one part of site 9, at several other 
localities there are shallow sinuous grooves into and out of which striae can be seen to converge 
and diverge. Horizontal grooves cut into steep faces also occur. the most impressive one at site 9 
(Fig. 5). The floor of this groove exhibits the most highl y polished slate in the study area. 

Lithological differences have also had an effect on glacial abrasion. The strike of the original 
bedding in the metamorphosed mudstones and shales trends sou th-west to north -east and thus 
transverse to ice movement. At site 7, the smoothing towards the top of the curved stoss slope of 
an unjointed slate slab several metres square (Fig. 6) shows a marked change in angle and this is 
related to a change in lithology. The long lee slope at thi s site (7) i conspicuously stepped as a 
result of lithological changes and joints, but where homogeneous slate occurs on treads it is often 
remarkably well striated (see Fig. 6). 

At site 13, two small more resistant patches occur within the slate, possibly as reduction 
spots or as offshoots from a dyke. Differential glacial abrasion has resulted in small-scale crag
and-tail forms on the steep face (Fig. 7). Even smaller crag-and-tails are also present at this 
locality, emanating from numerous iron pyrites crystals a few millimetres square. These have 
often been weathered out, leaving square pits with slate tail s extending down-ice for a few 
centimetres (Fig. 7). 

BEDROCK FRACTURE AND PLUCKING 

Although erosional processes have often been divided into abrasion and plucking, recently it 
has been recognized that fracture must occur before rock fragments can be plucked by ice. Thus, 
recent authors have discussed " bedrock fracture" or "crushing" separately from abrasion and 
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Fig. 5. Horizontal glacial groove at site 9. Ice mOt'ed tOIl'ards the camera. Thej/ool' of the grool'e is t'e/:)' highly 
polished. 

plucking (e.g. Boulton, lC19741; Sugden and John, 1976). Boulton (I CI974]) described three 
processes of bedrock fracture associated with glaciers, viz. freeze-thaw shattering, pressure
release jointing, and lee-slope stress fracturing. To these processes can be added the production of 
friction cracks by c1asts moving over bedrock (see e.g. Embleton and King, 1975). though some 
authors have classified this as abrasional (e.g. Johnson. unpublished) . 

Few examples of friction cracks have been found on the abraded bedrock in the Peris basin. 
Much more common are irregularly shaped transverse marks, where several chips of rock have 
been removed and which often extend several centimetres laterally beyond the confines of the 
stri ae and grooves to which they are related. Thus many surfaces have been given a roughened 
appearance perpendicular to ice movement (Fig. 8b) largely due to the exploitation of the 
transverse cleavage planes. In some cases (e.g. at site 14), regularity of form and spacing can be 
detected (see Figs 8a and 9) with curved chips concave up-ice having been removed from both 
sides of a groove, or, in some cases (e.g. upper one in Fig. 9), from one side only. The spacing of 
the chips varies from a few millimetres to less than I mm. It remains to be seen whether they are 
unique to this area or to slate outcrops but, if not, the name "swallow-wing fractures" is 
proposed. 

There are many localities where fracturing and plucking have been facilitated by the presence 
of jointing or cleavage in the slate. In some places, jointing is poorly developed leading to 
remarkably unbroken abraded areas of slate. In other places, however, abraded areas are broken 
by angular depressions of various size aligned along joints. Examples of removal of large plucked 
blocks occur at site 13 , where a number of vertical joints break a steep face over 10 m high and 
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Fig. 6 . Abraded pal'emel1l al sile 7. The ice moped all'ay jroll1 Ihe camera . The SIOSS slope sleepel1s al a chal1ge' ill 
lilhology. Slale 1I'([Sle beil1g used 10 caper Ihe lake-floor sedil11ellls call be seel1 illlhe upper left cam el'. 

100 m long (Fig. 10). At site 7. the stepped appearance along the lee slope already described is 
partly due to transverse joints which led to the plucking of slate blocks. while at sites 9 and 12 
the jointing trends north-south. somewhat oblique to the direction of ice movement. and a 
pronounced series of oblique trenches and ribs has resulted . 

The role of cleavage in fracture and plucking is displayed at many of the same sites. As 
illustrated in Figure 11 . the plucking of large blocks frequently results in flat abraded surfaces 
terminated abruptly by near-vertical. joint-controlled faces. On these faces. thin cleavage
controlled sheets of slate have often been broken off to give an irregular appearance. This 
process result s in a gradual retreat of the down-ice side of the abraded sections. It is probable 
that the same applies to joints on abraded faces. In itially. freezing of melt water may enlarge the 
joint but once widened other processes such as stress fracturing can act to further enlarge the 
basin by breaking off small fragments along cleavage planes. Support for this sequence comes 
from the observation that at Peris the joints are commonly enlarged in an up-ice direction. An 
example is shown in Figure 7. 

THE ROLE OF MELT WATER 

Although plucking has resulted in many lee slopes that conform to the classic angular form, 
it was noticeable that at Peris many sharp edges had been rounded off. Indeed. smoothed lee 
faces with small shallow bowls are very common in the study area (e.g. at sites 2, 3. 4. 5. 9. and 
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Fig. 7. Small-scale crag-and-tails developed at two resistant pmches in the slate at site 13. Ice moved leji to righl. On 
the left, iron pyrites crystals have formed miniature crag-alld-tails Ihollgh the cl}'stals themselves have mosliy 
been weathered out leaving slate tails in the lee of rusty square pits. [n the right centre. a joint has been 
preferentially widened up-ice. 

a c 
i ~ 

b d 

Fig. 8. Transverse friction marks associated with striae and abrasion grooves. a. New type from LZI'II Peris; 
b. Irregular transverse chipping common at L/yn Peris; c. Crescentic gouges related 10 a groove ("jagged groove" 
of Harris (1943)); d. Chattermarks in a groove (from Harris , 1943) . 
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Fig. 9. Transverse friction cracks at site 14. Ice moved from leji to right. 

Fig. 10. Plucking associated with verticaljoints at site I J. Ice movedfrom left/O right and striae are rising al 5-10°. 
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Fig. 11 . Plucking associated with slate cleavage on the lee side of the abraded pavement shOll"n in Figure 6 . 
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Fig. 12. Smoothed and rounded slope in the lee of an abraded outcrop. Ice moved left to right. 
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Fig. I J. SlIIoothed bedrock separating abraded sect iD/IS at site 13. Ice lIIol'ed left to right. 

13) and an example is shown in Figure 12. Since the features resemble melt-water-produced 
forms observed by Vi vi an and Bocquet (1973) in cavities below the glacier d' Argentiere in the 
French Alps. it is suggested that this is the most likely explanation for the widespread smoothing 
of lee slopes at Peris. 

Another example is shown in Figure 13. On the left and right of the photograph the steep 
faces are heavily abraded but they are separated by a patch of bedrock which in general is 
smooth. unstriated. and scalloped in places. Although the area concerned is 3- 4 m high and up 
to 2 m wide, it is only a few centimetres deep relative to the abraded urfaces on either side. The 
implication is that a very shallow subglacial cavity existed at this point, and its failure to close 
must indicate rapidly moving ice. There is clear evidence that abrasion and melt water were 
occurring contemporaneously, for on the bedrock area on the right of Figure 13 there are places 
where melt-water erosion has failed to erode the deeper sections of an abraded face, yet the 
smooth melt-water-eroded face is itself abraded. 

There are a few other features for which melt-water erosion is a possible origin. At site 8 a 
number of curves and facets. sometimes with sharp edges and with striated grooves extending 
down -ice. occur on a vertical rock face (Fig. 14). They resemble some sichelwal1nen in a similar 
situation illustrated by Sugden and John (1976, fig. 15.1). 

Figure 15 illustrates another example of a feature whose origin is in some doubt. It is a 
sinuous channel about I m wide with sharp edges in part, a striated floor , and overdeepened 
sections. It is one of a group of similar forms occurring at site 7, down-ice from the crest of a 
rock obstruction. In many ways it resembles several of the p-forms recently studied by the 
present author on the I sle of M ull, Scotland, though unlike the vast majority of the M ull features 
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Fig. 14. Possible sichelwannen at site 8. Ice moved/ram left to right. Note {he striae alld also how the/ eatl/res large~r 
disregarded the joinls. 

(and those in Figure 14), it is developed along a joint. The Mull p-forms were explained by melt
water corrasion and/ or cavitation, with active ice subsequently moving through the channels to 
striate them (Gray, 1981). This origin is favoured for the L1yn Peris features shown in Figures 14 
and 15. Alternative processes are till squeezing (Gjessing, 1965) or glacial abrasion (Bou lton , 
le 1974 J). The latter has been invoked in this paper to explain large grooves but the features in 
Figures 14 and 15 differ in having flat beds and only superficial striations. It is likely, therefore, 
that " grooves" or " channels" can be created in various ways and that some have complex 
origins. 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Processes 

In many standard texts, erosion of bedrock during glaciation is described as being due to two 
processes, abrasion and plucking, but it is now clear that the processes involved are far more 
complex. First, we must add the processes of bedrock fracture and melt-water erosion , and allow 
for the possibility of erosion by squeezing of subglacial till. Secondly, it must be realized that 
each of these categories involves several processes. Abrasion involves at least two processes, viz. 
scratching (by coarse debris) and polishing (by fine particles). Bedrock fracture occurs in at least 
four ways, viz. freezing of melt water in lines of weakness, pressure-release jointing, stress 
fractures on lee slopes, and abrasion cracking. Plucking or entrainment can arise in at least four 
ways, viz. freezing of debris on to glacier soles by regelation, freezing of glacier soles to already 
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Fig. 15. Striated channel at site 7 with overdeepened floor , longitudinal joint , and sharp edge on the left. Ice moved 
away from the camera . 

loosened blocks and subsequent movement, heave of debris into the glacier base, and encasement 
by glacier flow round large blocks. Finally , melt water may erode by cavitation or corrasion. 

This study has found much evidence to support the importance of melt-water erosion on lee 
slopes. Rather than being angular and fractured , as in the traditional descriptions of the lee 
slopes of roches moutonnees, lee slopes at L1yn Peris are often smoothed and scalloped or have 
the sharp edges rounded off. 

As regards bedrock fracture, this study indicates that in areas of highly cleaved rocks, 
transverse fracturing is an under-emphasized process and at Peris has commonly resulted in 
irregular form s. The most detailed study of transver e friction cracks is by John son 
(unpublished), mainly based on a theoretical treatment of contact-induced stress fractures. An 
important parameter used by lohnson was the T/ N ratio, where T is the contact shear force and 
N the contact normal force. Along the side slopes of a glacier trough such as at Peris, the shear 
force will be very high relative to the normal force and the result is a predominance of striae and 
lack of friction cracks. The ratio can, however, be affected by the topography and it is noticeable 
that at Peris transverse erosional forms are most common on slopes that are angled up-ice (e.g. 
at sites 4 and 14). 

As Figure 8a shows, "swallow-tail fractures" have a different form from crescentic gouge 
trails (Fig. 8c) described by Harris (1943) as "jagged grooves" . They may, however, be related 
to very similar stress conditions as illustrated by the S2 stress trajectories calculated by Johnson 
(unpublished, fig. 3.27). However, Johnson 's argument that crescentic gouges are formed by 
rolling rather than sliding blocks is difficult to reconcile with their close association , in the case of 
jagged grooves, with regular striae or grooves suggesting sliding blocks. As Johnson pointed out, 
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friction cracks have the potential for teaching us much about the motion of basal ice as it moves 
over an undulating bed, but we are still far from understanding their formation. 

Direction of ice movement 

Much has been written on the use of transverse friction cracks in determining directions of 
ice movement. It is now clear that the occurrence of both crescentic and reversed gouges, as well 
as oblique examples, poses some constraints on the use of this morphological type (Andersen 
and Soli id, 1971; Gray and Lowe, 1982). Similarly, lunate fractures are unlikely to be of 
widespread use, since only a very few examples have ever been described in the 40 years since 
first observed by Harris (1943). It is worth noting that he himself only described two examples. 
The smaller-scale forms are likely to be of greater use. Many hundreds of crescentic fractures 
have been identified and all but a few have been shown to be concave down-ice (Lahee, 1912: 
Dreimanis, 1953; Thorp, 1981; Gray and Lowe, 1982; Johnson, unpublished). Similarly, all 
jagged grooves so far described have gouges concave up-ice. The "swallow-wing" fractures 
identified in this study are similarly related and may be useful if found elsewhere. 

This study has also identified the potential of using small-scale crag-and-tails in 
reconstructing directions of ice movement. In this study the " crags" are reduction spots or 
offshoots from a dyke with miniature examples formed by iron pyrites crystals, but there are 
likely to be other types of "crag" associated with other bedrock lithologies. 

Research potential 

The Llyn Peris features are remarkably fresh despite the fact that it is at least 13 000 years 
since they were formed. It is suggested that Man's increasing technological skills will present 
glacial geomorphologists with similar research and teaching opportunities in the future and these 
will be particularly valuable in countries like Britain which have no present-day glaciers. It is 
worth noting that important discoveries were made recently at a pumped storage site at Lough 
Nahanagan in Ireland, where radiocarbon dating of organic muds incorporated in delicate end 
moraines on the lake bed allowed the glacier advance to be dated to the Younger Dryas 
(Colhoun and Synge, 1980). 
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